Abstract: A computational work has been performed in this study to investigate the effects of solid isothermal partition insertion in a nanofluid filled cavity that is cooled via corner isothermal cooler. Mathematical model formulated in dimensionless primitive variables has been solved by finite volume method. The study is performed for different geometrical ratio of solid inserted block and corner isothermal cooler, Rayleigh number and solid volume fraction parameter of nanoparticles. It is observed that an insertion of nanoparticles leads to enhancement of heat transfer and attenuation of convective flow inside the cavity.
Introduction
Solid blocks or bars can be used to control heat transfer as passive element in different shaped enclosures filled with nanofluids or pure fluids. This application can be observed in building design, electronic equipment, heat exchangers and some solar energy systems.
Buoyancy driven convection in a cavity filled with nanofluids with several pairs of heaters and coolers inside is analyzed computationally by Garoosi et al. [1] . They showed that the highest and the lowest impacts of design parameters, on the enhancement of heat transfer rate are caused by changing the position of heater and cooler and types of nanoparticles, respectively. Mahmoodi and Sebdani [2] solved the problem of free convection of Cu/water nanofluid in a cavity having adiabatic square bodies at its center with a numerical technique. They observed that for all Rayleigh numbers with the exception of Ra = 10 4 , the average Nusselt number increases with increasing of nanoparticle volume fraction. Lee and Ha [3] considered a physical model with horizontal layer of fluid heated below and cold above with a conducting body placed at the center of the layer at different thermal conductivity ratio. They solved unsteady problem for different Rayleigh numbers. Multi-domain technique is used to handle a square-shaped conducting body. They presented the results for the case of dimensionless thermal conductivity of unity and also compared the results to those of pure natural convection. They also extended the similar geometry for different parameters [4] . Antar [5] calculated the heat transfer rate across building blocks in a cavity. He considered the conduction heat transfer in the block material and both natural convection and radiation in the cavity and found that increasing the number of cavities while keeping the block width unchanged decreases the heat flux significantly. Martyushev and Sheremet [6] numerically analyzed natural convection combined with thermal surface radiation in an enclosure with a heat-conducting solid walls of finite thickness and having a local heat source. They revealed that regardless of the considered solid-fluid interface, the average convective Nusselt number increases with the Rayleigh number and thermal conductivity ratio, and decreases with the surface emissivity and ratio of solid wall thickness to cavity spacing. The average radiative Nusselt number increases with the Rayleigh number, surface emissivity and thermal conductivity ratio and decreases with ratio of solid wall thickness to cavity spacing. Arefmanesh et al. [7] used the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin method to make simulation the buoyancy-driven flow and heat transfer in a differentially-heated enclosure having a baffle attached to its higher temperature side wall. They found that the average Nusselt number descends with increasing the baffle amplitude and the cold wall average Nusselt number increases as the baffle number of undulation augments. Bakkas et al. [8] made a computer solution on the two-dimensional laminar steady natural convection in a horizontal channel with the upper wall maintained at a constant temperature and the lower one provided with rectangular heating blocks, periodically distributed. In their work, the blocks are connected with adiabatic segments and their surfaces are assumed to release a uniform heat flux. They demonstrated that, depending on the length of the computational domain and the governing parameters, different flow structures can be obtained. Tsay et al. [9] made a numerical analysis to obtain characteristics of heat transfer from a block heat source module at different angles in two-dimensional cabinets. They observed that the maximum reduction in hot spot temperature is about 41% when two air vents are constructed on the cabinet wall. The variation of module angle results in the maximum difference of the hot spot temperature is 17% for closed cabinet, and 10% for ventilated cabinet. Deng and Tang [10] simulated the heatline in a square solid inserted cavity. They used finite volume and heatline formulation to make visualization. Visualization results by streamlines and heatlines directly exhibit the nature of fluid flow and heat transfer in macroscopical level, and hence, provide a more vigorous means to discuss the convective heat transfer accordingly. Shuja et al. [11] used two porous blocks located in a square cavity to see the effects of these blocks on heat and fluid flow. The flow conditions at the cavity inlet are kept the same for all the cases simulated by authors and found that the Nusselt number enhances with the increasing porosity and heat flux. Kuznetsov and Sheremet [12] studied conjugate natural convection in a rectangular enclosure having heat-conducting solid walls with a heat-generating solid block inside the cavity located on the bottom wall in conditions of nonuniform heat exchange with an environment. The authors found that an increase in the Grashof number leads to formation of the steady thermal plume, and also is reflected in reduction of the cooling degree of the cavity. It is revealed that variation of the heat-generating sizes and position of the heat source allows to control the fluid flow and heat transfer inside the cavity. Braga and Lemos [13] compared the heat transfer characteristics across a square cavity partially filled with a fixed amount of conducting solid material. The solid phase is shaped into two different geometries, namely square and cylindrical rods, which are horizontally displaced inside the cavity. When comparing the two geometries for the same Rayleigh number, the study showed that the average Nusselt number for cylindrical rods are slightly lower than of square rods.
Effects of inclination angle on natural convection flow in a square enclosure with a centered internal conducting square block are analyzed by Das and Reddy [14] by using finite volume technique. Ray and Chatterjee [15] made a work on solid object inserted cavity with corner heating and found similar results.
Calculation of entropy generation is an excellent tool to obtain the energy losses inside the system. The basic theory of entropy generation is widely presented by Bejan [16] [17] [18] . The application of entropy generation is also reviewed by Oztop and Al-Salem [19] . A numerical study on natural convection and entropy generation in a porous enclosure with heat sources is presented by Lami and Praka [20] . Again, combination of entropy generation with nanofluid filled cavity block insertion is given by Nayak et al. [21] . The entropy generation and Bejan number are evaluated to demonstrate the thermodynamic optimization of the mixed convection and they showed that the heat transfer rate increases remarkably by the addition of nanoparticles. Selimefendigil and Oztop [22] studied the natural convection and entropy generation of nanofluid filled cavity having different shaped obstacles with magnetic field effect. They observed that averaged heat transfer reduces by 21.35%, 32.85% and 34.64% for the cavity with circular, diamond and squared shaped obstacles, respectively, compared to cavity without obstacles at Ra I = 10 6 . It should be mentioned to this end the very good review paper on entropy generation in nanofluid flow by Mahian et al. [23] .
The main aim of this study is to make a numerical analysis in a cavity filled with a nanofluid and a square heated object inserted. The cavity is cooled from the top wall and the left bottom corner. Thus, the study is a first attempt to control heat transfer via a passive element in a cavity with corner heater. Effects of entropy generation are studied to see the effective parameter on second law analysis of thermodynamics.
Basic Equations
Consider the free convection in a Cu-water nanofluid located in a square differentially heated cavity with hot centered block. A schematic geometry of the problem under investigation is shown in Figure 1 , where x axis is measured in the horizontal direction along the bottom wall of the cavity and y axis is measured along the left vertical wall of the cavity and L is the size of the cavity. It is assumed that the top wall and left corner of the cavity are cooled with constant temperature T c , while the centered square block is heated with constant temperature T h . It is also assumed that other walls of the cavity are adiabatic. The walls of the cavity are assumed to be impermeable. Except for the density, the properties of the fluid are taken to be constant. It is further assumed that the effect of buoyancy is included through the Boussinesq approximation. Under the above assumptions, the conservation equations for mass, momentum and thermal energy can be written as follows
3)
The used physical properties of the nanofluid are described in detail earlier [24] .
Equations (1)- (3) can be written in Cartesian coordinates as
The existence of irreversibility source in the flow field such as the viscous dissipation effect and heat transfer causes the entropy generation. In Cartesian coordinates, the dimensional local entropy generation S gen determined by Woods can be expressed as follows in the present study:
where T 0 " 0.5 pT c`Th q. Equation (8) constitutes two terms: the first is the local entropy generation due to the heat transfeŕ S gen,ht¯; and the second is the dimensional local entropy generation due to fluid friction´S gen, f f¯.
Further, we introduce the following dimensionless variables
We are then left with the following equations
By 2˙ ( 13) The corresponding boundary conditions for these equations are given by u " v " 0 on solid walls θ " 0 on cooled walls θ " 1 on heated walls of centered body Bθ{Bn " 0 on adiabatic walls (14) Here Pr " µ f`ρ C p˘f { pρ f k f q is the Prandtl number, Ra " g pρβq f pT h´Tc q L 3 { pα f µ f q is the Rayleigh number, and the functions H 1 pϕq, H 2 pϕq and H 3 pϕq are given by
These functions depend on the nanoparticles concentration φ and physical properties of the fluid and solid nanoparticles.
The dimensionless local entropy generation S gen is obtained by using dimensionless parameters presented in Equation (9) given as:
In Equation (18), χ is the irreversibility factor. It is expressed as:
The integration of Equation (18) in the entire computational domain gives the dimensionless average entropy generation, S gen,avg , expressed as follows: (20) Further, the Bejan number Be is a parameter that shows the importance of heat transfer irreversibility in the domain and is defined as
The relative global dominance of heat transfer irreversibility is predicted by Be avg (average Bejan number) which can be defined as
It may be noted that Be avg ą 0.5 shows that irreversibility due to heat transfer dominates in the flow. Fluid friction irreversibility dominates when Be avg ă 0.5 and when Be avg " 0.5, the heat transfer and fluid friction entropy generation are equal.
The physical quantities of interest are the local Nusselt numberˆNu "´k nf k f Bθ Bn˙a long the heat source surface and the average Nusselt number, which is defined as
Numerical Method and Validation
The governing Equations (10)- (13) with corresponding boundary conditions Equation (14) have been solved on the basis of finite volume method [25, 26] . The convective terms are discretized applying the power scheme and the diffusive terms are discretized with the central scheme. The SIMPLE algorithm is used to resolve the pressure-velocity coupling. The resulting algebraic equations systems for momentum equations were solved applying the line by line method with the implicit scheme of altering directions. The resulting algebraic equations system for energy equation was solved applying the explicit Buleev method for three-dimensional seven-point equations [27] . If values of mass balance for each control volume as well as the residual values of the different equations are sufficiently low overall convergence is obtained (typically 10´6). The above convergence criterion assures an acceptable solution [28, 29] . The computer code was developed by authors using the C++ programming language.
The performance of part concerning natural convection inside the square cavity with a heated centered body was tested against the results of Asan [28] . Figures 2 and 3 show a good agreement between the obtained streamlines and isotherms for different values of the Rayleigh number and solid block size and the numerical data of Asan [28] . The average Nusselt numbers of internal hot square block, which are also obtained by the present code, are compared with results of Asan [28] in Table 1 . The performance of entropy generation part of the model was tested against the results of Ilis et al. [29] and Bhardwaj et al. [30] for steady-state natural convection in a differentially heated square cavity filled with the regular fluid for Prandtl number 0.7. Figures 4 and 5 show a good agreement between the obtained fields of local entropy generation due to heat transfer and fluid friction with χ " 10´4 for different Rayleigh numbers and the numerical data of Ilis et al. [29] and Bhardwaj et al. [30] . For the purpose of obtaining grid independent solution, a grid sensitivity analysis is performed. The grid independent solution was performed by preparing the solution for steady free convection in a square cavity with centered heated filled with a Cu-water nanofluid at Ra = 10 5 , Pr = 6.82, φ = 0.02, l{L " 0.3, h{L " 0.5. Three cases of the uniform grid are tested: a grid of 80ˆ80 points, a grid of 100ˆ100 points, a grid of 120ˆ120 points, and a grid of 140ˆ140 points. Figure 6 shows an effect of the mesh parameters on the temperature profiles at middle cross-section x = 0.5.
On the basis of the conducted verifications, the uniform grid of 120ˆ120 points has been selected for the following analysis. 
Results and Discussion
Numerical analysis has been conducted at the following values of the governing parameters: Rayleigh number (Ra = 10 3 -10 6 ), solid volume fraction parameter of nanoparticles (ϕ = 0.0-0.05), dimensionless centered solid block size pl{L " 0.2´0.6q and dimensionless cooler length in x and y directions ph{L " 0.25´0.75q. Particular efforts have been focused on the effects of these governing parameters on the fluid flow and heat transfer inside the cavity. Streamlines, isotherms, entropy generation profiles, average Nusselt numbers, average total entropy generation and average Bejan number for different values of key parameters mentioned above are illustrated in Figures 7-12 . The temperature fields are also changed with Ra. For small values of the Rayleigh number (Ra = 10 3 and 10 4 , Figure 7a,b) , the main heat transfer regime is a heat conduction. This regime is characterized by isotherms that are parallel to the top horizontal isothermal wall. At the same time, one can find that heat fluxes from the top and corner coolers at Ra = 10 3 deform the heat flux from the centered heater. Therefore the main heating occurs in the right corner where the walls are adiabatic.
An increase in Ra (= 10 4 ) leads to less intensive heating of the right corner of the cavity due to an appearance of convective heat flux and distributions of isotherms also along the vertical axis. The latter illustrates weak counteraction to the penetration of cold temperature from the top wall inside the cavity. In the case of Ra = 10 5 (Figure 7c ) a thermal plume over the heat source is formed characterizing an amplification of the buoyancy force. Such development of the heat flux over the heat source prevents to the cooling of the cavity from the top wall, while cooling from the corner occurs in the bottom part of the cavity along the horizontal axis. It is worth noting that, for this value of the Rayleigh number, the thermal plume is a symmetric distribution of isotherms over the heat source. Further increase in Ra leads to an intensification of heat removal from the central heater along the vertical axis with asymmetric distributions of isotherms in this plume. At the same time, one can find more essential cooling of the bottom part of the cavity at Ra = 10 6 (Figure 7d) .
For the analyzed problem, it is interesting to define the entropy generation areas inside the cavity. Figure 7 shows also the local entropy generation due to heat transfer S gen,ht and fluid friction S gen, f f . For the small values of the Rayleigh number (Ra = 10 3 and 10 4 ) distributions of S gen,ht and S gen, f f are uniform in general with the exception of the heater and cooler end points. For this Rayleigh number value the intensive entropy generation places due to heat transfer are the end points of the heater and corner cooler. Such distributions can be explained by the presence of some singularities in these points such as salient points for the heater or border points between isothermal and adiabatic conditions. At the same time, more intensive entropy generation due to fluid friction occurs close to the cooler and vertical walls of the heater that can be explained by the presence of essential velocity gradients in these parts of the cavity. An increase in the Rayleigh number leads to an intensification of the entropy generation inside the cavity. Formation of the thermal plume over the heater and a thin thermal boundary layer around the heater leads to an intensification of the entropy generation due to fluid friction in these zones. Moreover it is possible to conclude that for high values of the Rayleigh number distributions of local entropy generation are the similar to the distributions of isotherms inside the thermal plume. An intensification of the convective heat transfer rate around the heater Equation (22) with buoyancy force is presented in Figure 8 . It should be noted that the average Bejan number reflects the ratio between the average entropy generation due to heat transfer and average total entropy generation. For low values of Ra when convective flow is characterized by small velocities and the entropy generation occurs due to heat transfer, therefore we have Be avg « 1. An increase in Ra greater than 10 5 leads to an essential decrease in the average Bejan number (Figure 9b ) with significant increase in the average total entropy generation (Figure 9c ). Such behavior is due to an intensification of convective flow with an increase in the Rayleigh dissipative function. It should be noted that an increase in Nu with Ra is similar qualitatively to an increase in S gen,avg with the Rayleigh number.
An influence of the nanoparticles volume fraction on the isolines of stream function, temperature, local entropy generation due to heat transfer and fluid friction is presented in Figure 9 for Ra = 10 5 , l{L " 0.2, h{L " 0.25. An increase in φ leads to inessential changes in the local entropy generation while streamlines and isotherms have some changes. It should be noted that an increase in the concentration of nanoparticles leads to an attenuation of the convective flow taking into account the values of |ψ| max : |ψ| The effect of the concentration of nanoparticles on the average Nusselt and Bejan numbers and total entropy generation is presented in Figure 8 . It is worth noting that an increase in φ leads to an increase in all these parameters. More intensive increase in Nu and S gen,avg with nanoparticles volume fraction occurs for high values of Ra. As has been mentioned above, for high values of Ra, Be avg ! 0.5, therefore fluid friction irreversibility dominates.
The effect of the dimensionless centered solid block size on the distributions of local parameters is demonstrated in Figure 10 . An increase in l{L leads to essential changes in all parameters. It is worth noting that an increase in l{L leads to a decrease in the distance between the top cold wall and the hot surface of the centered block therefore we have a local Rayleigh-Benard problem for narrow channel. As a result such narrowing leads to a formation of several convective cells of low intensity in this nanofluid gap [28] . Moreover, all these recirculations illustrate an appearance of ascending and descending thermal plumes over the heat source while under the heat source one can find heat conduction as a dominating heat transfer regime. An increase in the dimensionless centered solid block size leads to an essential decrease in the average Nusselt number (Figure 11a ) and an increase in the average Bejan number (Figure 11b ) and average total entropy generation (Figure 11c) . A reduction of Nu can be explained by an attenuation of the convective flow and also by narrowing of the nanofluid cavity. An increase in Be avg and S gen,avg with l/L is due to an increase in the average entropy generation due to heat transfer inside the cavity where one can find an interaction of boundary layers in the case of narrow nanofluid zones. Figure 12 illustrates an influence of the dimensionless cooler length in x and y directions on the heat transfer rate, average Bejan number and average total entropy generation. An increase in h{L leads to an enhancement of the heat transfer rate, average Bejan number and average total entropy generation due to an increase in the temperature gradient and as a result an increase in the convective velocity. The latter leads to an increase in the entropy generation due to heat transfer. 
Conclusions
The steady problem of entropy generation and natural convection of Cu/water nanofluid within a differentially heated cavity with a centered hot square block and corner cooler was formulated in dimensionless primitive variables using the nanofluid model proposed by Tiwari and Das and solved numerically on the basis of finite volume method of a second-order accuracy. Profiles of stream function, temperature, local entropy generation due to heat transfer and local entropy generation due to fluid friction in a wide range of governing parameters have been obtained. The main findings can be listed as:
(1) An increase in the Rayleigh number leads to an intensification of convective flow and heat transfer, and a reduction of the average Bejan number due to an enhancement of fluid friction. An increase in Nu with Ra is similar qualitatively to an increase in (4) All considered average parameters are increasing functions of the dimensionless cooler length due to a widening of the heat sink surface.
